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Put Your Company on the Map for Premium Exposure!

Each June, A.M. Best publishes a topical World Catastrophes Map, a valuable record of the previous year’s insured losses 
worldwide, as a print and online supplement to Best’s Review. Your company’s ad and logo appear in both versions. 

The annual map is an ideal advertising opportunity for:

• Catastrophe modelers
• Property/casualty insurers
• Excess and surplus lines insurers
• Reinsurers
• Claims and risk managers
• Commercial insurance and reinsurance brokers
• Other insurance industry professionals and advertisers  

 who want to reach industry decision makers 

When you purchase the World Catastrophes Map package, your company 
gains:

• Premium placement of your company’s logo in the 
print and interactive online maps.

• The opportunity to reach the more than 60,0001 
industry professionals who read Best’s Review.

• 100 printed copies of the map.
• A link from the map to your company’s website that 

contains your ad only, plus a link to a customized map 
with your logo. 

 

1. November 2015 Best’s Review qualified circulation per December 2015 BPA brand report. 
2. One page of advertising will be counted toward the frequency discount for print ads in Best’s Review in a given contract year. A frequency discount will not be applied to 
the World Catastrophes Map price. 

 World Catastrophes Map

World Catastrophes Map2

$8,800
Deadline April 14
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STORMS/FLOODING  IN UNITED KINGDOMDate: January/February    Insured Loss: $1.10 Billion
The south of England saw heavy rainfall from late 
December 2013 into February 2014, resulting in 
widespread flooding, power outages and major 
disruptions to rail transportation. Overall loss was 

$1.5 billion. The storms were reportedly responsible 
for the wettest December-to-January period since 1876. 

Just shy of 500,000 households lost power. The worst-
affected areas were Somerset, Devon, Dorset and Cornwall 

in the southwest and the Thames Valley in the southeast.

3

SEVERE HAILSTORMS IN FRANCE, BELGIUM AND GERMANYDate: June 7-10      Insured Loss: $2.80 Billion
An outbreak of severe thunderstorms affected Western and 

Central Europe, causing significant hail damage in parts 
of Germany, France and Belgium. At least six people died 

in Germany and more than 400,000 structure claims were 

collected. Overall loss was $3.50 billion. Extensive crop damage 

was noted in southwestern France around Bordeaux, Cognac, 

and Languedoc, where swaths of vineyards were destroyed.
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WINDSTORM TINIDate: Feb. 12-14      Insured Loss: $400 Million
Windstorm Tini and companion flooding pounded Ireland, France, 

Switzerland, Belgium and Germany, and the ferocious winds touched 

seldom-reached levels in Great Britain, where a rare red warning 

of wind was issued for North Wales and northwestern England. 

Tini brought heavy rains, winds gusting higher than 100 mph 

and flooding to most of Western Europe, killing at least one. The 

worst damage, according to Aon Benfield, was reported in Ireland, 

Wales and England, where hurricane-force winds ripped off portions of 

roofs, blew down trees, caused more than 400,000 power outages, and 

disrupted transportation. Additional damage was noted in France and 

Scandinavia. Total losses were listed at $700 million by Munich Re.
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STORMS/TORNADOES/ FLASH FLOODSDate: April/May      Insured Loss: $1.20 Billion
Tornadoes and flooding across the U.S. South 

and Northeast is blamed for at least 40 
deaths and an overall loss of $2 billion. 
Communities in Arkansas, Kansas, Iowa, 

Alabama, and Mississippi were socked 
by deadly tornadoes, while heavy rain and 

flooding extended to the north, where a landslide 
riddled Baltimore, sending cars tumbling 75 feet 
down an embankment onto railroad tracks, while 
a mudslide disrupted Yonkers, New York.
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FLASH FLOODS Date: Aug. 11-13      Insured Loss: $540 million
Record-setting rain on New York’s Long Island 
produced a 24-hour all-time precipitation record 
at Islip, with 13.57 inches of rain. Meanwhile, 

heavy thunderstorms and subsequent flooding 
left the Detroit area in chaos. Most of the 
rain fell in the space of just a few hours. At 
one point, 1.24 inches of rain fell at Detroit 

Metropolitan Airport in just 24 minutes, 
according to Weather.com. The National 

Weather Service said the total of 4.57 inches of 
rain that fell in one day is the second-heaviest 
calendar-day rainfall on record in Detroit, trailing 
only the 4.74-inch rainfall of July 31, 1925. Two 
deaths are blamed on the rain and flooding that 
caused $1.6 billion in overall loss.
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SEVERE HAIL/ WINDSTORMS-US Date: April 12-14      Insured Loss: $680 million
Hailstorms dotted the upper Midwest with northern 
Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan and Iowa feeling the 

brunt of a storm string that caused $950 million in 
overall loss. The storms extended west into Missouri and 

heavy winds as far south as Texas and Louisiana.
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WINTER DAMAGE/ COLD WAVE IN US AND CANADA
Date: Jan. 5-8      Insured Loss: $1.70 Billion

Record-low temperatures in frosty Green Bay, Wisconsin, 
and Babbitt, Minnesota (-37 degrees F) epitomized the 
frozen elements that gripped much of the United States 
and Canada. Uncharacteristic cold extended south 

into Texas and northern Mexico. Northward, Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, took the brunt of Canada’s deep freeze that 

extended east into more heavily populated Ontario and Quebec. 

Heavy snow pounded Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and the 

New England region of the United States. Total loss from cold-

related damage was $2.50 billion.

19

FLOODS-CANADADate: June 28-July 1      Insured Loss: $500 Million
Highways closed and communities declared states of 
emergency after a deluge of rain drenched southeast 
Saskatchewan and parts of Manitoba. Many highways 
were closed and impassable secondary roads forced 
parts of western Canada into lockdown. The city of 
Regina reported the storm water drainage system 
was stressed and operating at full capacity. The 
city’s fire department also said the sewage system was 
heavily taxed and residents should avoid baths, showers, 
and even flushing toilets. The University of Regina shut off 

water to all buildings except its residences, and evacuated 

most of the campus. Overall damage was $850 million.
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SEVERE STORMS-CANADADate: Aug. 7-8      Insured Loss: $500 Million
A major storm that brought heavy rain, wind and hail to 
southern Alberta in early August cost an estimated $600 
million in overall loss, according to the Insurance Bureau 
of Canada. Airdrie, Rocky Mountain House and Red Deer, 
Alberta, were hit hardest with torrential rains and both golf 

ball- and tennis ball-size hail providing the damaging blows. Also, 

in Calgary, a gustnado, a type of low-level rotating cloud, was first 

identified as a tornado touching down in the province’s largest city.

5

RAIN/TORNADOES US MIDWEST
Date: June 3-5      Insured Loss: $1.30 Billion
Several cities recorded their wettest June in history, and a few places had 

more rain in June than any other month at any time of year on record. 

More than 250 tornadoes were formed in June alone. The results 

of this heavy rain varied. In the Plains, from Nebraska to Texas, 

extreme drought conditions were eased by the soaking conditions, 

but not entirely eliminated. In the Midwest, the extreme rainfall led 

to widespread flooding of waterways and even towns. Canton, South 

Dakota, near the Iowa border, received 19.65 inches of rain in June; this 

wasn’t only a June record for the town, but was also the most rain any 

South Dakota location has ever measured in any month in state history, 

according to the state climatologist. Overall loss was $1.60 billion.
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US TORNADOES/SEVERE STORMS 
Date: June 14-19      Insured Loss: $540 million
This outbreak of Midwest tornadoes did its worst damage in 

Nebraska, where two were killed near the town of Pilger. 
Twenty others were critically injured. Two twisters in Pilger 

were part of a violent tornado family, which produced four 

consecutive EF4 tornadoes, with many others touching down 

in the Great Plains states. Iowa, Wisconsin, Montana and the 

Dakotas also experienced twister activity. Tornadoes also affected 

Ontario, Canada, during a six-day stretch near the end of spring. 

Overall damage loss was $700 million.

2

THUNDERSTORMS/ HAIL IN US MIDWESTDate: May 18-23      Insured Loss: $2.90 Billion
A string of four systems walloped the central United States 

during May, amounting to the nation’s most expensive 
insurance event of the year. Damage occurred in parts of 
the Midwest, Plains, Rockies, Mid-Atlantic and the Northeast, 

including the major metropolitan areas of Chicago and Denver. 

Large hail and damaging winds were the primary drivers of the 

thunderstorm-related costs. Overall loss was $3.90 billion.
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RAIN/FLOODING-PHOENIX Date: Sept. 27-30      Insured Loss: $900 million
The dryness of the desert became the wettest area in the 
country as summer was turning to fall. Tens of thousands 
were left without power in the Phoenix area, as 
drenching rain caused flight delays, flooded 
roads, toppled trees and knocked out traffic 
lights. Overall loss was $1.15 billion. A record 
1.59 inches of rain was measured at the Phoenix 
airport, shattering a record that had stood since 
1903. The storm came from a low-pressure system with 
an associated cold front that moved westward through 
the region, pulling tropical moisture in from the south, 
according to the National Weather Service.

6

HURRICANE ODILE-MEXICODate: Sept. 11-17      Insured Loss: $1.22 Billion
Hurricane Odile was the most powerful ever to strike 
the Baja California peninsula of Mexico. It upended 
vacations at the luxury resorts of Cabo San Lucas, 
smashing windows, flooding roads, causing parts 
of hotels to collapse. The storm is blamed for six 
deaths while injuring at least 135. Cabo was left without 
drinking water and power. Overall loss was $2.5 billion. The 

storm made landfall with winds of at least 125 mph.
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HAIL/TORNADOES-CENTRAL US 
Date: April 2-4      Insured Loss: $1.10 Billion
Drenching rains, hail and tornadoes ravaged a wide swath of 

the central United States, causing $1.5 billion in overall loss 

damage and leaving two dead. Twisters were spotted in the 

St. Louis area and elsewhere in southwest Missouri. Denton 

County, Texas, reported wind damage and hail damage with 

one tornado spotted 30 miles away from Dallas. The national 

Storm Prediction Center noted reports of large hail falling in parts 

of Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas.
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US TORNADOES/SEVERE STORMS 
Date: May 10-14      Insured Loss: $640 million
A stalled front over Kansas and Missouri spurred 
thunderstorm development across portions of Missouri and 

Oklahoma. Large hail stones pelted many communities in 

the Central Plains, with isolated tornadoes, including one 
spotted in Butterfield, Missouri. To the west, the front brought 

snow to the Rocky Mountain region, including disruptive storms in 

the Denver area. Overall loss was $850 million.
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US HAILSTORM/SEVERE STORMS 
Date: March 27-29      Insured Loss: $590 million
Scattered super-cell thunderstorms developed ahead of a cold 

front that pushed into the Springfield, Missouri, area, where 

multiple reports of large hail were received. Hail the size of 
ping-pong balls fell in Morgan County, Missouri. A few of 
the storms prompted the issuance of tornado warnings by the 

National Weather Service. Wind speed was measured at up to 53 mph 

at the Springfield airport. Overall damage loss was $800 million.

1

WINTER STORMS IN JAPANDate: Feb. 7-16      Insured Loss: $3.10 Billion
The heaviest snowstorms in 45 years paralyzed eastern Japan 

and left 37 dead. Toyko Electric Power Co., which serves 
Tokyo and the surrounding regions, said as many as 246,000 

homes were without power at some point, hundreds of 
domestic flights were canceled and in Kawasaki, west of Tokyo, 

one passenger train crashed into another after the snow made the 

brakes ineffective. Overall loss was just shy of $6 billion.

17

CYCLONE HUDHUD-INDIADate: Oct. 11-13      Insured Loss: $530 Million
Eastern India and Nepal were walloped the hardest 
by Cyclone Hudhud, which left 124 dead and 
caused $7 billion in overall damage, according 
to Munich Re. Wind speed reached as high as 
109 mph. With the deadly winds came heavy 
rain and storm surge in both nations, while Nepal 
was also socked by heavy snow and a fatal avalanche 
on Mount Dhaulagiri. The avalanche and snow killed 
at least 43 hikers and guides.

11

AUSTRALIAN HAILSTORM Date: Nov. 27      Insured Loss: $890 million
The Australian Defence Force was called in to clean 
up Brisbane after the city was smashed by golf 
ball-size hail and winds up to 140 kilometers 
per hour. Dozens of schools were forced to 
close and 70,000 homes in the city were 
left without power. Overall damage was $1.2 
billion. Low-lying roads in the central city turned 
into rivers and many roads were littered with street 
signs, broken glass and fallen trees. Parliament was 
suspended for 15 minutes after large hailstones 
pummeled the Speakers Green.

Asia Winter Storms Dominated as 2014 Cat Losses Hit Five-Year Low 

Insured catastrophe losses in 2014 reached their lowest level since 2009 as 

winter storms dominated the year’s activity from Japan to North America and 

Europe, according to reinsurance broker Guy Carpenter & Co.
Guy Carpenter added “significant insured losses” in 2014 totaled US$33 billion, 

“a dramatic drop when compared to the historic insured losses seen in 2011, 

which totaled approximately US$126 billion.”“Although insured losses for 2014 were among the lowest recorded in years, 

we still observed powerful impacts and significant losses from both natural 

and man-made catastrophes,” said James Waller, research meteorologist at 

the broker’s GC Analytics unit, in a statement. “Notable insured losses from 

around the globe included the 2014 February snowstorms in Japan, hail and 

windstorms in Europe, severe flooding in the United Kingdom and a cold, stormy 

winter in the eastern half of North America.”The Guy Carpenter findings correlate with those of Impact Forecasting, 

reinsurance broker Aon Benfield’s catastrophe model development team, which 

said global natural disasters in 2014 caused a combined total insured loss of 

US$39 billion, which according to Impact was 38% below the 10-year average 

of US$63 billion, and the lowest annual insured loss total since 2009.

Insured losses in Europe, Africa, and the Middle East accounted for about 21% 

of global insured losses in 2014, the report found. Among the most notable 

events for the region was hail and windstorm Ela, which affected areas including 

Germany, France, Belgium and Austria and generated damaging wind gusts and 

hail in excess of 2.8 inches in diameter. Insured losses from the storm were 

about US$2.8 billion.

“During the winter months, Western Europe suffered an unusual number of 

storms of moderate severity,” said Guy Carpenter in the report. “The storms 

inflicted heavy surf, coastal flooding and strong winds from Ireland to Spain. 

In addition, France, Spain and the United Kingdom suffered significant coastal 

erosion and damage.”
The report said together with this coastal damage, the United Kingdom suffered 

widespread and persistent inland flooding. The unusual clustering and frequency 

of these storms left the highest December to January rainfall total since record-

keeping began in 1910. Estimated insured losses for the United Kingdom alone 

were around US$1.8 billion.In Asia and Australasia, natural and man-made catastrophes together accounted 

for 23% of estimated global insured losses in 2014. The broker noted in the 

Northwest Pacific Basin, no new tropical cyclones developed in the month of 

August, “which has not occurred in the last 60 years.”
The Americas represented 57% of global insured losses in 2014, up from 

48% in 2013. Arctic winter weather, hurricanes, earthquakes and convective 

outbreaks contributed to these insured losses. Cold weather in the United States and Canada caused US$2.3 billion in insured 

losses in 2014.

— David PillaMap Sources: Munich Re; Swiss Re; Aon Benfield; Guy Carpenter & Co.; Insurance Information Institute

Note: All insured losses shown on map are in U.S. dollars as of date of the event.
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